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The Diverse Potential of Splunk



M       ost people in the technology community, particular in information 
security, have heard of Splunk. Founded in 2003, the company has 
experienced tremendous growth, successfully delivering a superior 
operational intelligence platform for machine data.

Splunk Enterprise is designed to monitor and analyze machine data from 
virtually any source. It delivers Operational Intelligence to optimize both IT 
security and business performance overall. The platform is flexible, scalable, 
and features intuitive analysis, packaged applications, open APIs, and 
machine learning.1

But Splunk isn’t just a platform for Operational Intelligence. It is also 
extremely extendable, enabling the ability to integrate a diverse range of 
applications to provide detailed insights into every unit of business.

Here’s how: most technology solutions name data in a specific way. If 
you’re dealing with Cisco products, for example, data will be labeled with 
a proprietary naming convention; Splunk aggregates data from disparate 
sources and vendors and normalizes it.

For instance, if you have multiple network devices within your environment, 
it would be challenging to look for Cisco technology in a single area 
through the Cisco user interface; or, it could be tough logging files that are 
aggregated together. Looking for a proprietary log format can be difficult 
and inefficient. By using Splunk, IT teams are empowered with the ability 
to view their environment holistically, regardless of whether Cisco, Juniper, 
or any other networking devices are being used. Users are able to have a 
uniform experience for multiple environments via synchronized content. 

Splunk allows businesses to amalgamate subsets of data using different 
tools, ultimately delivering a single, powerful solution.
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http://splunk.com
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/products/splunk-enterprise.html


A      ugust Schell Enterprises regularly works with federal agencies and 
enterprises to integrate a wide range of products with Splunk that enhance 
and optimize security analytics programs. 

While we frequently work with customers to integrate a multitude of 
products that Splunk complements, there are three unique integrations that 
we feel many customers, from both federal and commercial spaces, could 
greatly benefit from within the security arena. 

3 UNIQUE SPLUNK INTEGRATIONS THAT 
ENHANCE THE VALUE OF YOUR SECURITY 
ANALYTICS PROGRAM

01. Insight Engines CSI™ is a natural language search assistant. It 
works to bridge data silos within organizations, enabling analysts 
to gain actionable insights from big data efficiently. It delivers the 
abilities to gain insight, make correlations, and find answers for 
solving business issues.2

02. Recorded Future Recorded Future allows security teams to 
proactively correlate security events and reveal potential threats 
through machine learning. Recorded Future operates a patented 
Web Intelligence Engine which analyzes technical, open, and dark 
web sources to deliver indexed insights into emerging threats.3

03. Splunk Enterprise Security (ES) is a premium solution which 
can be integrated with the core Splunk product. Splunk ES is a 
SIEM which aggregates machine data from security technologies 
(networks, endpoints, access, malware, vulnerability and identity 
information) and generates actionable insights, allowing security 
teams to detect and respond to attacks.4
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https://www.insight-engines.com/
https://www.recordedfuture.com/
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/products/splunk-enterprise.html


Insight Engines



I  nsight Engines is a natural language search assistant. It aggregates your 
security data and makes it easily accessible by all security personnel, junior 
to senior. 

You can ask Insight Engines simple or specific questions, and it will provide 
dynamic visualizations based on your request. Insight Engines has diverse 
methods for demonstrating its findings, from plotting on maps dynamically 
to creating 3D, advanced visualization charts using core Splunk. 

Insight Engines learns progressively, and uses a multitude of algorithms 
to master common vernacular. The more personnel communicate 
using a particular pattern, the faster Insight Engines incorporates 
and operationalizes the language. The longer it runs, the better it is at 
determining the content you’re looking for, and how you express yourself.
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Helpful Tips

Insight Engines uses Splunk’s common 
information model (CIM). Deployment itself isn’t 
necessarily complicated, but ensuring you’re 
getting the most value out of Insight Engines 
can be challenging. For that reason, the Splunk 
readiness application, Splunk AppInspect, was 
created. AppInspect evaluates applications 
against Splunk-defined criteria to ensure quality 
and effectiveness, and assist in identifying in 
areas where you may be lacking. 
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Value of Integration

• Empower security personnel with varying levels 
of Splunk expertise.

Insight Engines empowers people from day 1 to be able to ask legitimate 
questions about data without understanding how it’s formatted, or 
characteristics about specific hosts. You can ask it generic questions and 
begin your search immediately, gaining results swiftly without an in-depth 
understanding of Splunk. 

• Fast, accurate query results. 

In the absence of CSI, security teams using Splunk as a big data warehouse 
typically have to spend a considerable amount of time sifting through 
Splunk Processing Language (SPL) to translate time-sensitive questions into 
actionable results. When CSI is integrated with Splunk, security personnel 
are free from researching syntax, tedious searching, and refining queries, 
ultimately gaining the ability to analyze and act on results efficiently.5

• Provide engineers with training opportunities. 

Insight Engines shows users how it gets results, which helps train 
engineers who are either new to Splunk, or are seasoned, but haven’t gained 
comprehensive training for all use cases. 



Recorded Future



R      ecorded Future is universal, real-time threat intelligence powered by machine 
learning with the widest breadth of technical, open, and dark web sources. It 
identifies malicious actors on the internet from any host, accounts for security 
events taking place around the world, and aggregates and visualizes the content to 
allow you to identify vulnerabilities or existing threats you didn’t realize could affect 
your business.    

Recorded Future enhances the ability to foresee compromise or possible 
exfiltration. By integrating it with Splunk, your security team can visualize the 
content generated by Recorded Future, enhancing your understanding of the 
security posture of your environment. 
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Helpful Tips

Begin your Record Future integration by 
importing your threat list and installing the 
application onto Splunk. Note that it is critical 
to keep your threat environment up-to-date by 
querying the internet constantly, so you’ll need 
external connectivity for consistent updates.
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Value of Integration
• Make fast, informed security determinations.

Security teams are tasked with parsing through a myriad of events and alerts on 
a daily basis. When Recorded Future and Splunk work together, the significance 
of potential security events becomes significantly clearer via rich context. Armed 
with real-time threat intelligence, security analysts are able to more quickly identify 
irrelevant or false events and gain greater insight into legitimate incidents.

• Identify critical incidents that could be easily 
overlooked.

Recorded Future provides the means to apply specific indicators consistent with 
your security needs to generate accurate event correlation and detection. Indi-
cators are identified with increased risks through web reporting, threat lists, and 
proprietary methods unique to Recorded Future.

• Access threat insights beyond what you can see 
on your network. 

Recorded Future also delivers the capacity to detect incidents proactively as 
they’re originated or reported beyond your network. Risks can be monitored and 
alerted on according to your IP ranges, domains, and company. As alerts are 
triggered, you’ll receive detailed notifications that include origin, source links, and 
cached access to content.6



Splunk Enterprise Security (ES) 



S     plunk Enterprise Security supports security teams in streamlining overall 
security operations.

It’s no secret that keeping up with today’s threat landscape is challenging. 
Analytics capabilities made possible by Splunk ES provide security teams 
context for incident response by delivering leading-edge threat detection 
methods and making response times more efficient. 

Splunk ES centralizes all machine data into one dashboard, allowing 
security teams to identify and respond to attacks faster. Security teams can 
use virtually all data to generate organization-wide visibility into security 
intelligence, and monitor continuously.
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What is a SIEM?

“SIEM,” or Security Information and Event 
Management, is essentially a collection of 
security technologies amalgamated to form 
a comprehensive view into all components 
of an infrastructure. SIEMs are designed to 
strengthen security postures and better enable 
cross-departmental collaboration. Splunk ES is 
an analytics-driven SIEM, and it allows security 
professionals insight into disparate data 
sources, delivering the more to make informed 
security decisions.

• Security Monitoring
• Advanced Threat Detection
• Forensics
• Incident Management 
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Value of Integration

Splunk Enterprise Security: A Premium Solution 
for Current Splunk Users

 
Splunk ES is a premium add-on solution for customers already 
using Splunk. It features analytics-driven security capabilities 
and continuous monitoring designed to keep pace with modern 
threats.

• Enhance your security posture.

Splunk ES provides the total picture of your organization’s security posture via 
a centralized dashboard which details security metrics, performance metrics, 
trending indicators, and static and dynamic thresholds. 

• Effectively prioritize & respond to incidents.

Incident response workflows can be optimized using the data that Splunk ES is 
collecting, including centralized logs, alerts, UBA anomalies, and correlations. 

• Investigate threats efficiently. 

Investigations can be conducted quickly via Splunk ES’ ad hoc search feature, 
as well as static, dynamic, and visual correlations. Threat context can be gained 
swiftly to track attacker steps and collaborate with security team members. 

• Tackle multi-step investigations. 

Splunk ES gives your security team what it needs to conduct investigative analysis 
to track malicious activities associated with compromise. Your security team 
can apply a kill chain methodology and examine the attack lifecycle using ad hoc 
searches and the investigation timeline.7



Conclusion
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W        hen setting out to integrate a Splunk-complementary product, make 
sure that you size your environment appropriately—certain data sets may be 
more important than others. For instance, networking content may only be 
valid to an analyst for 90 days, but authentication content may be mandated 
to retain for 10 years (depending on the organization), so be sure to consider 
whether you have limitations with your storage budget or environment. 
Remember to prioritize logs for their appropriate time frames, based on daily 
ingestion.

Overall, there is a large suite of tools that can be integrated with Splunk. 
The bottom line is, the more tools you use, the better you’ll be operationally. 
Having a good, healthy conversation with security experts will help position 
you for the best possible security posture going forward.

At August Schell Enterprises, we’ve worked with a multitude of environments 
from commercial to federal, and have the experience to share what we’ve 
found and provide an objective viewpoint on the best solution for making 
your security data work for you. If your organization is interested in 
learning more about how you can integrate other security tools with 
Splunk to enhance your security program, reach out to an August Schell 
Splunk specialist, or call us at (301)-838-9470.
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